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Across 

 1 In short, you might say not quite 

everything leads to regret when 
leadership abandoned (10) 

 6 In abbreviated form, it's all that you need 
to stop the rot (4) 

 10 Almost the end of a hole, say. On the 
contrary, facts and figures (5) 

 11 Paper that might easily produce tears (5-
4) 

 12 It starts like the present, love! (9) 

 13 Master's depression, missing daughter (5) 

 14 I left to care for one reformed perhaps (7) 

 16 Dog that is not seen in the city (4) 

 19 Initially, lazybone's forgotten to clean his 

teeth in running water (4) 

 21 Tiny space in flat bed that is for paying 

customers? (7) 

 24 See 21 Down 

 25 Minor transportation (9) 

 27 Former head receiving note given by 

reactionary leader - cut it out! (9) 

 28 From hip Swahili actor’s part (5) 

 29 Old reward returned to judge (4) 

 30 Periodically at 42, my old bum half seen in 

bustle (10) 

Down 

 1 Annoyed when baby's not lying down 

(2,2,4) 

 2 Setter's powerful....... or maybe not (8) 

 3 Tae preoccupy? (3,2) 

 4 One gives a hand to rectify Spooner’s lack 

of energy (7) 

 5 Attempt to introduce preposterous game 

element into stories (7) 

 7/8 Clue to location of K1, a tourist attraction? 

(6,6) 

 9 European republican with gold executed 

(8) 

 15 Steals bags (8) 

 17 Cause affair (8) 

 18 Almost mess up a dress in old city (8) 

 20 TV gangster at the top of her profession 

(7) 

21/24 Desperate army-style spy reveals secret 

sketches (7,5) 

 22 Special book cover (6) 

 23 Man that exchanges places (6) 

 26 Cool that the French ignored issue (5) 
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